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In a card sort study, subjects arrange a list of items or concepts (usually written on
index cards) into logical organizational categories. Researchers typically encourage
participants to “talk aloud” during the study to hear their thought process. The end
result is a rich set of data in terms of how users organize information, but also how
they think about doing it.
In libs: web sites, infrastructure, research guides, RDA
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Good because you get ideas about how users will label stuff
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Good because you can figure out organizational structures of existing things
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The components of what it means to do a 3x5 card sort
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Lots of good data!
Cheap to do
Works in conjunction with other kinds of usability testing, such as task oriented, etc.
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Data entry
How many cards x number of participants (Jakob Nielsen says 15 is ideal)
Error margins, what if you drop the cards? What if you lose them?
Strange environment with strangers looking on for participant
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Oregon MPH students
Deceptively simple:
Wifi
Different course of study
Different resources
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Families
Jobs
School at night
Part‐time
Different school experiences/different needs
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Email input as to needs to understand between two libraries and research, then put that
into cards and card sort, the rest was magic
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Integrated a short survey so we could collect demographic data from subjects; easy to use
interface; 30 cards and ten users for free although Jakob Nielsen says we should have 15
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The interface looked like this, we also had demographic data from participants; auto shut
off after 10 completed the study
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And it spit out a csv file for us, too!
Dendograms, participant agreement, similarity matrix, and coded csv file
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This is what we made. Yes, we have two instances and have to email back and forth about
changes
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10 participants x 30 cards = 300 rows of data
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Comfort of their own homes
Distance students
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Masking of label name inputs
Loss of discarded cards
What if they don’t work in browsers or users have tech problems at home?
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How to decide if it’s right for you
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4 easy steps
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